Companion Product of the CSI 250

Speed Your Searches

Conduct normal ground search to locate targets.

Use CSI PRO-POINTER to scrape and scan through soil, sod or leaves.

Audible and vibrating alarms increase based on target proximity!

- FIND EVIDENCE FASTER! Static detection (no motion required) speeds target recovery.
- CONTINUOUS AUDIBLE AND VIBRATING ALARMS increase in intensity based on target's proximity to quickly pinpoint discarded weapons, shell casings, projectiles and other crime scene evidence.
- AUTOMATICALLY ADJUSTS…Microprocessor circuitry insures maximum sensitivity with no tuning necessary.
- PINPOINTING TIP AND 360° SIDE SCANNING CAPABILITY in one pinpointer. Owner's manual offers easy tips on special pinpointing abilities of this incredible detector.
- GARRETT-PROVEN QUALITY…Brought to you by the manufacturer of the CSI 250™ ground search metal detector for law enforcement.
- LED FLASHLIGHT ASSISTS in low light condition recoveries.
- WOVEN BELT HOLSTER…included to secure CSI PRO-POINTER to standard size belts.
- UTILITY USES…Search walls and tight spaces for hidden items…find metal pipes in walls or nails in drywall to locate studs...check wood for nails before cutting with expensive tools.
- SCRAPING BLADE TO SIFT through soil during target recovery.
- WATER RESISTANT…CSI PRO-POINTER can be washed in running water or used in rain.

TRAINING

Garrett Metal Detectors is the only manufacturer to offer an advanced training course in metal detection checkpoint screening. Now, you can learn from the industry's leading team of metal detection experts. Call today to enroll in The Garrett Academy.
GARRETT: The Global Leader of Security Metal Detectors and Checkpoint Screening

Model Number
- 1166020

Features
- Proportional audio/vibration pulse rate target indicators
- Pinpoint tip detection
- 360° side scan detection area with no motion required
- LED light for low light uses
- Scraping blade for searching soil
- Automatic tuning
- Belt holster included

Specifications
- Operating temperatures: -35°F (-37°C) to 158°F (70°C)
- Meets IEC 60529 IP 66 standards for water and dust protection
- Controls: power switch
- Length: 9” (22.9 cm)
- Thickness: 1.5” (3.8 cm) tapered to .875” (2.2 cm)
- Weight: 7 oz. (0.2 kg) with battery
- Single 9V battery (included)

Battery Life
- Carbon: 16 hours; Alkaline: 30 hrs.
- Rechargeable: 8 hours

Warranty
- Limited, 24 months parts and labor

The CSI PRO-POINTER is also handy for finding objects hidden in tight spaces and for locating metallic objects in drywall.

CSI PRO-POINTER ACCESSORIES

A. Rechargeable Battery Kit—
Includes two (2) environmentally friendly Cadmium-free Ni-MH batteries and charger.
- 110V (Model 1612000) • 220V (Model 1612100)

B. Stainless Steel Digging Trowel— (Model 1606100)
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